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SYMPOSIUM Organizers

• Ronel Kappes, Newmont USA Ltd

Sulfide Flotation

Part of the Extraction 2018 global extractive metallurgy conference

New for Extraction 2018, this symposium encompasses
a variety of aspects impacting the flotation of base and
precious metals such as Cu, Pb, Zn, Mo, PGM, Au, and Ag.
The focus is on practical applications, with each session
designed to convene metallurgists, scientists and operators
to discuss technologies and processes to improve flotation
performance and address the myriad challenges facing the
industry. Of particular interest are presentations examining
the following technical scopes:
••
••
••
••

Flotation plant design and operational challenges
Flotation process mineralogy and geometallurgy
New developments in flotation chemistry
Recent advances in flotation equipment

• Tarun Bhambhani, Solvay

Extraction 2018
Technical Themes and Symposia
Hydrometallurgy
•• Hydrometallurgy 2018
•• Gordon Ritcey
Symposium: Advances in
Hydrometallurgical Solution
Purification Separations
•• Processing of Critical Metals
Pyrometallurgy
•• 7th International Symposium
on Advances in Sulfide
Smelting
•• Peter Hayes Symposium on
Pyrometallurgical Processing
Sulfide Flotation
Extractive Metallurgy Markets

Submit your abstract by November 15, 2017
www.ExtractionMeeting.org/CFA1

and Economics
For technical program details and
to submit an abstract, visit
www.ExtractionMeeting.org/CFA1

Benefit Yourself. . . And Your Business
Plan Now to Attend Extraction 2018
Don’t miss the industry’s first collaborative global metallurgy conference focused
exclusively on extractive topics, including business and economic issues. Extraction 2018
brings together the latest in technical research, provocative insights from recognized
industry leaders, valuable plant tour experiences, an expanded trade show, and an
abundance of business development opportunities into one dynamic meeting.

Visit www.ExtractionMeeting.org to sign up for news and updates.
A Collaboration of Leading Societies in Extractive Metallurgy
Extraction 2018 is organized by the Metallurgy and Materials Society (MetSoc) of the Canadian Institute
of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM); the Society for Mining, Metallurgy & Exploration (SME); and
The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society (TMS).

The Minerals, Metals & Materials Society

